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The 
Brand

Brand Mantra
Beachy, Boozy, Fun

When you’re at the beach you become your favorite self. 
The woman who’s carefree and fun. The woman who has 
time	to	sit	back	and	read	a	book.	Trendy.	Flirty.	Confident.
What if you could always be that woman? Trop Tops wants 
you to release that inner diva. We embrace the sexy, the 
bold, the poised. With a drink in your hand, you can take 
on the world. Take your cool beyond the beach and take 
your Trop Top with you.
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Brand Experience
Sit back and relax. As you taste one of our refreshing 
beverages, your mind will be instantly transported to 
an island oasis, reminding you of sunny days, sand, 
and waves. With the mix perfectly measured out in 
our beachy bottles, making a fruity drink has never 
been easier (or cuter). All you need to do is unscrew 
the embellished tropical top, pour the suggested 
liquor to the line, screw the top back on, and head to 
the beach (physically or mentally)!

Target Audience

Our target audience is women over 21 who 
enjoy the occasional drink, whether it’s a glass of 
wine in the bath or a night out with the girls. Our 
target has a close-knit group of friends to which 
she tells everything to. She also enjoys vacations, 
specifically	to	the	beach,	where	she	can	kick	back	
and soak up some sun.
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The 
Design

Font

KG not sorry chub

KG not sorry

Avenir Next Condensed Regular

Avenir Next Condensed Medium

The KG NOT SORRY font family is used for headlines 
and names. It was chosen for its ability to look both 
sassy	and	beachy,	fitting	the	overall	brand	theme.
The “Regular” version of the font is used in headlines 
in ads and the drink names on the bottles.
The “Chub” weight of the font is used in the logo, the 
tagline, and for emphasis in headlines that use the 
“Regular” weight.

The Avenir Next Condensed font family is used 
for body text and descriptions. It was chosen for 
its condensed style, as it compliments the KG NOT 
SORRY fonts.
The “Regular” weight is used for large bodies of type 
and	the	drink	flavors	on	the	bottle.
The “Medium” weight is also used for bodies of type, 
specifically	in	copy	of	the	print	ads,	and	the	alcohol	
instructions on the bottle. 9



Logo
The logo is simple and contains 
the brand name inside a circle, 
surrounded by a ring that matches 
the font color. 
The black and white versions are 
the “default” versions and would 
be	used	in	an	official	or	serious	
setting and in a situation where 
the content is to be emphasized 
over the brand.
The yellow/orange and magenta/
blue versions are used on the 
bottles themselves and in ads or 
promotional material.

Colors

These colors have been chosen for their uniqueness and their tropical feel. 
They are bright without being overpowering and compliment one another well. 
The larger squares of magenta and orange are stronger colors and look best for 
fonts. The two smaller squares or yellow and blue are softer and look better as 
backgrounds. In many materials the blue and magenta will be paired and the 
yellow and orange will be paired, however several or all colors may appear in 
materials as well.

Memorable Magenta
#b33794

Youthful Yellow
#edee8f

Bubbly blue
#cdeaec

outgoing orange
#ecc45f
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Materials

The	umbrella,	palm	tree,	and	fake	flower	
(in order clockwise) are all for the tops 
of	the	bottles,	one	for	each	flavor.	Each	
topper is remniscient of the beach, hence 
the name “Trop Tops,” or tropical tops.
The bottles are shaped like the Fiji water 
bottles (right), angular instead of round.

Product Line
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Package Designs Mock-Ups
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The 
pieces

Instagram
@troptops

Trop	Tops	will	have	an	offical	Instagram	page,	where	the	posts	will	mainly	consist	of	text	
on graphics using the color scheme and product photos. The messaging is sassy meets 
beachy, with clever puns that give the brand personality and speak to the target audience. 
Hashtags used regularly on the instagram include: #TropTops, #DrinkUp, #Beach2Go 17



Magazine
These two print ads are examples of what 
Trop Tops might put in a magazine. Both 
ads feature a sassy headline with the 
pun in a heavier weight (“Chubby”) of 
KG SORRY NOT SORRY. The bottles in the 
ad are illustrative and modeled after the 
real products. Both ads feature the tagline 
“The Beach, To-Go” which emphasizes that 
drinking Trop Tops is like being on the 
beach. The copy at the bottom describes 
the product purpose and instructions, 
as well as includes the “Please enjoy 
responsibly” phrase to show we do not 
condone irresponsible consumption of 
our products.

These print ads would be placed in 
popular women’s fashion magazines 
such as Cosmopolitan, Vogue, Elle, 
Glamour, and Marie Claire because 
our target audience likes to stay on 
top	of	trends	and	is	influenced	by	
celebrity fashion.
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Cooler Displays

These cooler displays would be seen in liquor stores that carry our products. Our products 
would be displayed with other mixers and sodas as they do not contain alcohol. A decal would 
be placed over the cooler door that contains Trop Tops and frame it, drawing the eyes towards it. 
It would feature a sassy beach pun, the logo, and the tagline.

Beach Party

Branching out of the core elements of the campagin, we can reach out to 21-28 year-olds through hosting a 
beach party in Miami. The event would take place on a Saturday in June and last all evening. Admission would 
be	free,	however	we	would	charge	for	drinks.	The	first	200	to	arrive	would	receive	a		Trop	Top	balloon	and	koozie.
Pictured: Party-goers on the beach cheering at the Trop Tops helicopter while holding our promotional balloons 
that feature our logo.
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Influencers
BuzzFeed’s Wine Mom

SUrvivor season 24 
finalist chelsea meissner

An effective way to reach our audience is by using 
influencers	to	give	their	opinion	on	our	product	in	
exchange for payment and free products. 

BuzzFeed’s Wine Mom has a heavy following, 
especially from other moms who can relate to her 
life and love for wine. She would be perfect to 
promote Trop Tops because it is geared towards 
women who enjoy drinking and gossiping. We 
would have her make a video honestly reviewing 
our products to gain us more exposure as a new 
drink on the market.

Survivor	season	24	finalist	Chelsea	Meissner	
reaches the audience in a different way, through 
instagram. She has over 1 million followers and 
is often at the beach. She would be able to show 
other beach-goers that Trop Tops are a fun way 
to drink on the beach. We would have her make 
a post (#sponsored) on instagram showing her 
having fun with friends on the beach while also 
enjoying a Trop Top.

Both	influencers	would	be	provided	with	gift	bas-
kets (shown left) and be paid per post.22 23



Beach Pop-Up

For the beach pop-up, we would set up large piles of sand with an umbrella 
in various large cities (ex. Times Square in New York City). This would pro-
mote our tagline of “The Beach, To-Go,” emphasizing that Trop Tops can take 
the beach anywhere.24


